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s the international conference, "The
Legacy of Holocaust Survivors-The

former Deputy Prime Minister of Sweden, Per
Ahlmark; President of the Claims Conference, Dr.

Moral and Ethical Implications for
Humanity," concluded at twilight in Yad
Vashem's Valley of the Communities, Professor
Elie Wiesel, quoting Paul Celan, asked: "Who

Israel Singer; Beate and Serge K1arsfeld; Dr. Samuel
Pi"r; and Imre Kertesz. In addition, Chief Ibbbi
of Israel, Rabbi Israel Meir Lau; Isr.Jcl's Education

A

will bear witness for the witness1 "
Throughout the three-day conference} more
than 50 years after the Shoah, Holocaust sun~vors
attempted to conti-ont Wiesel's challenge, calling
on future generations to carryon the mantIe of
remembrance.

The conference-<onducted by Yad Vashem
from 8·11 April, in conjunction wicll the Centre of
Organizations of Holocaust Survivors in Israel and
assisted by the Claims Conference and the Asper
Foundation-----encompassed the most central issues

of the survivors' legacy. These included: building

A

s antisemitic acts have become

widespread throughout Europe and the
international media has employed
Holocaust·related terms to openly attack
Israel, Yad Vashem Jer"salem felt it necessary to
respond to current events within its summer
edition.
"Is History Repeating Itseltl" focuses on
present antiscmitic trends in France, addressingamong other issues-the danger ofJean·Marie Le
Pen's thwarted contention for presidency. In
"Antisemitism Rocks Tunisian Jews" the Je\\~sh
community of Tunisia encounters hostility from
its non· Jewish neighbors with the desecration of
two landmark synagogues and anti· Israel protests.
AnlOng Yad Vashem's many official visitors
was Guido Westerwelle, Chairman of Germany's
Free Democratic Party. During his visit, Yad
Vashem firmlydenounced members of his party's
use of antisemitic and xenophobic rhetoric within
the political forum.
By focusing on these issues within the
magazine, Yad Vashem encourages Europeans
and the world at large to engage in a serious
process of soul-searching.
Coper: Pictured t"om lcft to right: Holocaust Jlictim)
Petr Gi,IZ, fttld fsracli n.stro1U1utJ Colond firm Ranum
(see p. 8)
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new worlds and reaffirming fuitIl in mankind; the
literature of the survivors; fuith in God and man
after Auschwitz; combating antisemitism, denial,
racism, and genocide; and tIle moral and ethical
implications of the Holocaust for humanity.
During morning sessions, lectures were

delivered by prestigious speakers including: Nobel
Prize Laureate, Professor Elie Wiesel; former
President of tIle European Parliament} Simone Veil;

Minister} Limor Livnatj rsrael Supreme COLlrt
President, Professor Aharon Barak; Israel's Deputy

Minister for Foreign Affairs, Rabbi Michael
Melchior; Je\\~sh Agency Chaimlan, Sallai Mendor;
Chairman of the Centre of Organizations of
Holocaust SUf\~vors in Israel, Moshe Sallbar; and
Chairman of the Yad Vashem Directorate, Avner

ShaleI' addressed the participants.
Outstanding historians, authors, and educators

from around Ole world led afternoon educational
workshops. Michael Abrahams·Sprod, a lecturer
in Holocaust Studies at the University of Sydney,
brought survivor testimonies to life bycomparing

childhood school experiences Ul the small German
town of Magdeburg before and during tIle war
with mehlal documents sllch as report cards and
statistics from the same time and place. Paula
Cowan, a Scottish lecturer in Education at the

University ofP~slcy, developed aHolocaust teaching
unit for schools based upon the experiences of
survivor, Ernest Levy} which she shared with

participants. Dr. Manfred Gerstenfeld, Chairman

Excerpts fro m Speeche
Professor Elie

Wiesel-Nobel Prize
Laureate, Author, Holocaust Survivor:
"Our legacy is rooted in AIi.vat Yisrael-cllC Jove
of Israel- Israel the state and Israel the people.
No one loves Israel as a survivor does. No one ...

Jerusalem affects all Jews, wherever they may
dwell, wherever they may live in fear or prosperity.
When one community
is threatened, all our

people must mobilize
its energies to rush to

its aid. When one
segment is slandered
and one person
humiliated, we must all
raise OLlr vOices In

protest. From our experience we have learned
that no Jew must ever feel alone and abandoned;
a Jew alone is exposed to dOllbt and danger.

Together, we know how to resist perils and above
all, the peril of indifference ... "

Serge

K1arsfeld-Lawyer, Anti·Nazi
Activist, Survivor:
"The generation of the
survivors ... has gathered
and continues to gather
document s and
testimonies ... fu lfilling a
scientific and moral
mission with an ambition
as great as the tragedy

itness for the Witness?"
-

An International Conference

of the steering committee of the jerusalem Center
lOr Public AffiUrs, drew insightful conclusions about
what he termed "the moralizing countries of
Europe's double standards towards the State of
Israel." This idea was referred ra and expounded
upon by several of the morning lecturers.
The importance of staging this conference at
this moment in time, and at this particular place¥ad Vashem, jerusalem-became all the more
apparenr as a result of the peril wroughr upon
jews and Israelis by rhe new global campaign of
antisemitism. Many speakers and workshop leaders
referred to this new antisemitism, recalling the
past as a warning for the present.
"Always take the antiscmitcs seriously," Per
Ahlmark cautioned. "Believe that they believe in
what they are saying! The most catastrophic
mistake of the 20th century was that tens of
millions of people did nor think Hider actually
meant what he wrore and said. Our assumption
therefore must be that the jew-harers of the 21st

and strength ofHoiocausr survivol>, ir also reminded
participanrs thar Holocal"r denial, antisemitism, and
anti-Zionism remain a continuous battle for the
Jewish people. "Man is capable of the \\'orst as he
is capable of the best-of madness as of genius. The
unthinkable remains possible," said author and
Holocaust survivor, Dr. Samuel Pisar. Within the
span ofone generation nor asingle Holocaust sun;vor

will remain {Q relate the events he experienced
firsthand. This will indeed be a nC\,' era. So \\'ho will
bear "itness for the witness! The dark inheritance
of the SlJlJnl! "ill become a sacred nrission imposed
upon humanity for all future generations.
71K author is the Coordinator ofOrmtas ProgramlJliJlB at tile
rmtrllatioltal School for H9IocQUJt Stllditt

century arc nor pretending. 7t

The contributions of Holocaust sun~vors
despite their traumatic experiences-to the creation

and construction of the Stare of Israel, and in all
spheres oflifc around the world continue ro inspire.
This conference nor only paid rribute ro the "ill

rom

the

111( International SclJool for Holocaust Studiu

International

itself: to record every victim's name and hisrary.
The SIi"nh should not represent millions of ,icbms
alone, but also one victim plus one victim plus
one victim, so that each may be restituted his
identity, itinerary, and dignity,"

Per Ahlmark- Former Deputy Prime
Minister of Sweden,
Author:
"Some people h"'e a
feeling of emerging antijC\,;sh rhrears before the
rest of us realize what is
in the offing ... Why do
so many survivors of the
Shonl! sense before they

see' From their past they know how so-called
"innocent" insinuations about Jews quickly
become accusations. And accusations-if not
combated-can resulr in discrimination, legi~ation,
and Sl'Paration. Then the road {Q violence, murder,
and annihilation is paved. 111is terrible process is
one that thousands of survivors constantly remind
us. A major legacy of rhe survivors: rhey try ro
ensure we avoid the Fate that destroys nor only a
people, but ci,ilization and humanity itself."

Professor Aharon Barak-Israel
Supreme Court President, Holocaust Survivor:
"There arc two imperatives occupying my
thoughts daily. The firsr: the centrality of our
state, our national existence, and Zionism, and

Conference
rhe second: the centrality of the individual,
freedom, and human dignity... We cannot
sacrifice rhe narion for the sake of human
rights... and by opposition, we cannot sacrifice
the individual, freedom, and honor for the
benefir of the nation. My personal lesson from
the Holocaust, therefore, is the continued
search for balance and
synthesis between the
singular and the whole,
rhe individual and
society, our national
interests-as a state, a
people , a jewish
entity-and universal
values."
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Our Living legacy:
A Message from Holocaust Survivors fo

T

he age of the survivors is drawing to
a close. Before long no one will be left
to say, "I was there. I saw. I remember
what happened." All that will remain

wiJl be works ofliterature and research, pictures,
films, and countless testimonies. A new era will
reign ...

Fifty-seven yea" ago, in the spring of 1945,
the great thunder ofWWlIwas silenced. In the
eerie stillness that followed, we-the last vestiges
of European jewry-<:merged from the camps,
forests, and death marches. We were ragged,
bitter, and orphaned-left without friends,
relatives, or homes. Secretly we wondered if after
the ghettos, transports, and Auschwitz we would
ever rekindle an inner spark of life within our
hearts, Could we ever work again~ Love again~
Would we dare begin a family againl
No, we didn't turn into wild beasts,
clamoring for vengeance. Instead we chose life.
We chose to rebuild our lives in countries
worldwide ... Most Holocaust survivo" came to
Israel-the jewish State. This was, for them, an
existcnria1 imperative arising from the Holocaust.
The State of Israel was built not only on the
memory of six million of our people who were
murdered, but with the historical lessons of the

Shoah in mind-that a holocaust will never
happen again.
Since then , we have been trying to
comprehend what befell us and how it could
have been perpetrated. With a myriad of opinions,
convictions, and doctrines we now share a deep
desire to transmit to future generations tha t
which we lived through and learned during that
dark time . It is from Har Ha Zik_ron-the
Mount of Remembrance- in Yad Vashem,
jerusalem that we choose to tell our story. And
it is now, at the international conference on the
Shoah, dedicated this year to "The Legacy of
Holocaust Survivors," that we raise our collective
and individual voices.
In Jewish tradition, the command to
remember is absolute. However, its obligation
does not end with the cognitive act of memoryit must be connected to both intention and
action. Today, we-for whom the memory is
burned in our heans and on our nesh-gather
to pass the torch of memory to the next
generadon. We transmit the fundamenta1 lesson
of judaism: that memory must be accompanied
by action of ethical and moral intent.
"Thou Shalt Not Murder." This basic tenet
of human morality was trumpeted to all humanity

from the heights of Mount Sinai. The memory
of the murder of six million jews by the Nazis
and their lvilling executione" obligates us to act
on this injunction. As part of the Shoah's legacy
we must relentlessly aim to solve human conflict
between states and between people, in ways that
prevent unnecessary bloodshed. We-who
experienced the degradation of cruel racism and

prejudice and were condemned to death merely
for being born jews--call on humankind to adopt
principles of equality among men and nations.
There is no other alternative than coexistence
between peoples and nations ...
Antisemitism and racism present a dangerthe extent of which was clearly revealed du ri ng
the Holocaust- not only to jews, but to the
entire world . Today, a "new antisemitism"
disseminated largely through Arab propaganda,
is being directed simultaneously towards jews,
Israel, and Zionism. Holocaust denial, as well as
the minimization and banalization of the
Holocaust are also evident today. We, the
survivors, call upon the world to combat these
phenomena relentlessly and eradicate them.
The memory of the Sho_h is laden with
destruction and evil, exposing the consummate
image of inhumanity that threatens the entire

Excerpts from Speeches from the Internati
Father Michael McGarry-
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Rector of the Tantur College, Jerusalem:
"If after Auschwitz prayer is possible-praym
may be said-it is because prayers were said
then. If as a result of God's apparent inaction
in the Shoah we can no longer believe in a God
who dramatica1ly intervenes in history, we have
come to understand
and believe in a God
who has certain
intentions for our
world and calls us into
partne"hip. If we now
see that one of God's
intentions is that after
and during the Shoah,

Jews survive as Jews, then at least we may say

with guarded certainty that Christians must pray
that the jews be faithful to God's covenant, as
they understand it. Far from a conversionist
posture vis-a-vis the jews, Christians must follow
the will of this intentionalist God to help the
Jews survive as Jews."

Beate K1arsfeldAnti ·Nazi Activist,
France:
"As a German, non·
Jew, I was one of the
first to believe that the
great tragedy of the
Hitler expe rience

could nOt be considered by the Germans as a
mere historical accident which could be
followed by forgetfulness and the absence of
responsibility ... Whatever his ideology, each
German has specific responsibilities emanating
from the slaughter by the Germans of millions
of human beings during the Second World
War. It is not a collective gu ilt that carries on
to the young generations; it is a collective
responsibility-moral and historic. It was an
extraordinary challenge to discover oneself
German after 1945, because we were the
children of both humanistic and monstrous
Germany. Each one of us inherits not only the
good accomplished by our people, but also
the evil that has been done."

all Generations
character or civilization. We, who staggered
through the valley of death only to see our
families, communities, and people destroyed,
did not descend into despondency and despair.
We struggled to extract a message of meaning
and renewed purpose for our people, and for all
people: a message of humanity, of human
decency, and of human dignity.
The Holocaust- which established the
standard for absolute evil-is the universal
heritage of all civilized people. The lessons of
the Holocaust must form the cultural code for
education toward humane values, democracy,
human rights, tolerance, and patience and
opposition to racism and totalitarian ideologies.
From this conference the words of Rabbi
Hillel must ring out loud and clear: "What is
hateful to you, do not do to your fellow human
being!"
The Liv'-"g Ltglu, 11111 dtlimttl on 1J April in Hebrew
by z,j GilJ--Gh,i,.".an ,[the Pwbli, Affairs c,,,,,,,jtttt 'f
the u nm .[Or811"j:Atil'lS 'f Ho/ocuJt S.. rvivm i" 1!r/Jt~
Hllflmum INrl/ipII', ;"jrjlJtlJr ,[the cIJn[ere"u, /IIIthor, IIml
jowr".lin__wri"8 the dOling ure"",,! (Jf the ·ug. cy.f
HII/"uJt S.,,,jpors C,"!ertnu· lit Ylul VoIIsbe",'s VIJIJey (If
the C,,,,,,umit;ts, Mil, its ." r's ser pe II/ an j"spiration [or
[!fIlH't gentrluiom.

nal Conference
Rabbi Israel Meir LauChief Rabbi of Israel, Holocaust Survivor:
"As long as the flame stiU bums, it is possible to
make right. As long as our flame-the survivors'
flame-still bums ... we must reach, disseminate,
intcrnalize, and implement our lessons ... I, too,
have questions. I cannot understand everything,
nor am I obligated
to understand
everything. Still, I must
learn that if! IVant true
commemoration then r
must stand and say
"yitg.d.~ veIJ yitk.dash
shemeh rabah," and
recite the Sh'ma Isratl."

Simone Veil- Former President of the
European Parliament, President of the
Foundation for the Memory of the ShoahFrance, Holocaust
Survivor:
"Of course what history
will remember will differ
from what it reaUy was,
even from what we
remember today. The
impact of the events
might be lessened or
amplified , but certainly distorted . What is
important, though, is to preserve the cssentials:
the events themselves horrible as they might bethe organization, the methods used to carry out
the murders, the wish to humiliate and
dehumanize. Still, the facts are meaningless without
[remembering] the racist ideology that brought
about the genocide of jews, its roots, and the
support that it found. Many tracks have yet to be
explored by the historians, in order to understand
how in the 20th century, one of the most civilized
nations of the world came not only to conceive
the final solution but also to implement it so
effectively."

a philosopher. Therefore, as a jewish philosopher,
r am forced to perceive 'the fate of European
Jewry' not merely as one case among others, of
racism in-general, but as a unique and ultimate
assault on the jewish faith , nay, on the God of
Israel. "

Dr. Israel Singer- President of the Claims
Conference:
"This ~ about the future. There are many museums
and instinltions being established throughout the
world, and I have great
respect for them aU, for
their objectivity and the
work that they do .
But, they are objective.
And objectivity and
subjectivity are
completely different
subjects. Here in this
place, in this national authority of the jewish
people, the past will be correctly told by one
people in one place. If one place tells the truth,
everybody will have to tell the truth more or less.
If there is one place in which we tell it the way
we see it, then everybody else will have to tow
the mark."

Imre Kertesz-Author, Holocaust Survivor:
"The writer of the Holocaust is confronted with
a difficult situation .. . The Holocaust has no
language and cannot have one. The European
survivor can talk. about his passjo in one of the
European languages, but
this language belongs
neither to him nor the
nation whose language
he borrows to tell about
his experiences. The
Holocaust writer is an
intellectual immigrant
everywhere and in every
language, continuously seeking intellectual asylum
in other languages ... Can the Holocaust have its
own exclusive languagd If such a language
existed, should it not be so horrible, so sorrowful
that it would finally kill those who speak it1"

Professor Emil Fackenheim-Professor
Emeritus of Philosophy at the University of
Toronto, Canada, Holocaust Survivor:
"Where dse has there evcr been a genocide,
methodic enough ... to let "ordinary men" kill
babies before males were
even circumcised, and
ending with everyone
dying in gas chambers,
unable to recite the
SIJ'ma Israel at death1
No theologian, Jewish
or Christian, can evade
these questions. Nor can

Sallai MeridOr-Chairman of the
jewish Agency:
"I want to applaud aU who came here from abroad,
especially at this precarious time-when we are
besieged ,vith murderers
contesting not only our
religious right, but also
our right to nationhood.
Throughout the
world-especially in
Europe-Jews are once
again being attacked and
living in fear for being
jews. In light of recent events, I wonder whether
it is possible that everything has been forgonen
and nothing learned. We must realize that not
everything will be remembered and we can be
certain that if we do not educate, nothing will be
learned."

Limor Livnat-Minister of Education
of the State of Israel:
"Nothing is comparable to the Shoah ...
Walking along the train tracks en route to
Birkenau with my IS-year-old son, Yair, and
thousands of other youth like him, I asked
myself: How can we
comprehend the
decline of humanity to
such a murderous ,
barbaric abyss1 From
where did the mass
support to murder
count le ss innocent
people emanate~"
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Is History •
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An Analysis of Antisemitism in France

Itself:

b Dr. IIan Michel

S

ince the outbreak of the "Al·Aqsa"
["tifad. (OctOber 2000), the number of
incidents perpetrated against France's

600,000 Jews and Jewish institutions has
dramatically increased; Interior Ministry statistics
cite over 360 anti·Jewish assaults in the first half
ofApril 2002 aIooe. S)'nagogucs in L)'OIl, Marseille,
and trasbourg were damaged or destro),ed b)'
arson and MolotOv cockt:lils. In Strasbourg, vandals
painted Nazi swastikas on Jewish tombsrones.
Jewish school buses were torched in Paris. Shots
were fired at a kosher burcher shop in Toulouse.
The Maceabi sports club was set ablaze in one
Paris suburb and in .nodler, 15 hooded assailants
attacked an amateur Jewish youth soccer team.
These incidents along with many other recent
anti- Jewish events in France have raised the

fueled by the extreme right. Second, the current

Sternhal (Hebrew University, Jerusalem) claimed

phenomenon is connected to events in the Middle
East, indicating an entirely different dimension.

in a recent article in Htr(lrttz newspaper that such
events are not manifestations of antisemitism, but

And third, only a small fraction of France's
population participates in these events; most of
the French denounce antisemitism and protest
against it. n
Political Science and International Relations
Professor lIan Greilsammer (Bar lIan University),
agrees \\;th his French colleague, ),et places this
new wave of antisemitism in a broader context:
"It is important ro remember that antisemitism
has always existed in France, and thus recent
happenings arc 'nothing new under the sun.' It is
possible to talk about a new type of antisemitism
that is different from traditional antisemitism,
noting though, that this wave is part of a long-

products of the pro· Palestinian ideology among
French citizens of North African descent and their
protest tactics against the State of Israel.
Still, most link these el'ents to France's current
demographics-manifesrations of the deep·rooted
societal problems plaguing disadvantaged
neighborhoods on the outskirts of France's big

question: "Is history repeating itselP." While the
majority of researchers view these events as clcar-

term historical phenomenon."

cut expressions of antisemitism, what remains
unclear is whether recent C\'cnts constitute a new

antisemitism (Hebrew University, Jerusalem),
identifics cllC current events as cllC fourth antisemitic
wave to hit France since 1945: "'The first was
between 1959-1960 \\;th the rise of neo-Naz~m;
the second at the end of the I970s/bcginning of
the 1980s ,,~th Palestinian terrorism; and dlC third
towards the end of the 1980s/beginning of the
I990s widl the rise of the ultra right in France.
'Ine latcst wave ~ eomprised of dlrt'C peaks: October
2000-the outbreak of the [mi[ada, September
2001-coinciding with terrorist acril;ties in the
United Statcs, and March/ ApriI2002-connecred
to the exacerbation of the security situation in
Israel.
"Ifwe compare the past wavcs with the presenr
one, some similarities arc evident: Even as fur back
as the 1970s synagogues wcre targeted. Vet the
current wave differs in that 110t only Jewish
institutions hal'e been attacked; French Jews hal'e
suffered physical assaults as well. Further, the

breed of antisemitism'
History Professor Andre Kaspi (Sorbonne,
Paris) explains whythis wave diRers ITom past oncs
by stressing its unique characteristics: "First, it
docs not resemble the widespread antisemitism
that conquered France in the I930s, as it is not
l

Air", covers fnce '

by arID" attack in
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ol/tside lYI"IfJQA.I/' desrn",d

Dr. Simcha Epstein, a researcher of

number of recent incidents is particularly high
with a high concentration occurring in a short
rimcspan. This has never before been evident in
France's history.n
Nor everyone believes there is a new wave of

amisemitism. Professor of Political Science Ze'ev

cities. The statistics indicate that most antisemitic
events have occurred in these neighborhoods, and

that almost all those found rcsp<>nsible arc secondgeneration North-Aliican immigrants (called
in French slang) who typically inhabit these areas.
According to Dr. Epstein, "an interesting
theory identifies the motivation for such clashes
as the ITuits of social harred, emphasizing the socioeconomic and political mcers: the Jews represenr
European society-the Republicans, the wealthy
class-that rejects them. In their eyes, the Jews
are a symbol of the injustice." Professor Kaspi adds
that "it ~ almost impossible to tcach the Holocaust
in schools where most students are second
gcneration Norm-African immigrants. There is a
total rejection of all historical fucts that, allegedly,
support the enemy's side."
What remains unanswered is whether this
sector of the population is motivated by societal
problems alone, or whether the French media's
preoccupation \\;th the Israeli· Palestinian conflict
is also a contributing fuetor. "The banle against
Western sociery," says Profcssor Greilsammer,
"finds a suirnble external manifesrntion in support
for the Palestinian cause--<ln Arab peoplehood
that seemingl)' suffers from colonialism and
struggles for its liberation. Additionally, it is easy
to physically identi~' with these people by the
Palestinian kaffiy,b (headdress) tied around the
neck.. Ultimately, French Jews have become a
double scapegoat. This is also because the diRercnce
between a Jew and an Israeli has become
incrcasingly blurred in French public opinion."
As well as rhe social Jx:fSIX!ctivc, this antisemitic
phenomenon can be understood ITom a political

&,,"

viewpoint too. Despite the rise of National Front
leader Jean-Marie Lc Pen (infumous fur trivializing
the Holocaust and xenophobic I;ews) to the second
round of France's presidential primaries, this new
wave is not a product of the extreme right. Mass
protests were staged between the m'O primary rounds
and ultimately Lc Pen was defeated lvith a sizable
vote against him. It is not that antisemitism from
the extreme right has vanished in France, but
rather the current wave of antisemitism finds a
susceptible audience on the left side of the political
map.
"The boundary between antisemitism, antiZionism and anti- Israel sentiments is blurred,n
notes Professor Kaspi. "The extreme left, or the
'Greens,' fuses criticismon American imperialism,
Israeli policy, and slogans against globalization.
Ariel Sharon is demonized and the Israeli public's
support for him is misunderstood. In the end,
French Jell. who identifY lvith Israel become rl,e
ones responsible for Middle East events."
Opinions vary regarding the public's reaction
to this phenomenon. According to Professor
Kaspi who lives in the ,~cini(y of Paris, the French
public overwhelminglysupports rl,e Jews, rejecting
antisemitic incidents almost absolutely. Dr. Epstein
from Jerusalem, disagrees: "Regarding the general
populace , indifference is first and foremost
apparent. If the extreme right had carried out the
incidents in question, the left and rl,e extreme left
would have immediately recruited people to
counteract. Yet since here we are talking about
the offspring of immigrants, public reaction was
either weak or delayed. This is evidenced by the
fact that by and large only Jeli's rallied at the 4
April 2002 protest against antisemitism, while in
1980, after the incident at the Copcmic synagogue
or in 1990, following the desecration of the
Carpcntras cemetery, the French public as a whole
immediately responded."
Professor Greil sammer focuses on the
responsibility of the politicians: "In most instances
in Europe-not only in France- the politicians'
reaction was not strong enough , especially the
authorities. Why1 Because rypically, throughout
history, the political leadership has never voiced
a definitive policy on antisemitism. Also, since
this is a new type of antisemitism, it takes time
to comprehend and internalize."
Indeed, it is difficult to analyze the el'ents in
France over the last 20 months without
reservations and uncertainties; researchers still
lack the ample hindsight necessary to reach
concrete, objective conclusions. Neverthelesseven at this premature stage-the unique
characteristics of this particular W3\'e of antisemitism
make it nearly impossible to say that what we have
so fur lviOlCSSCd has been simply a replay of history.
The author is a Ucturrrat the I,.tmll'ltional Schoolfor HoIotRun
Stlldies ami a Follnduoj'itscourrafor FmIC/J-sptaiing tdJfCRton.
Ht is aim a" Educator at the Imul Artl ,."Ja &imce Academy

ofJtrllinlem

A member of the Strasbol/rg Jewish commlmity i,lspecrs the damnge do,te tograves iu a Jewish cemetery (Reuters)
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ova Ian ResearcH
b Elliot Nidam-Orvieto
n March 2002, the fir.;t-ever Slovakian
research fellows of the International
Institute for Holocaust ResearchDr. Eduard Niinansky and Dr.
KatIrina Hradslci-arrived at Yad Vashem. During
their four-month sray in Israel, they utilized the
Yad Vashem Archives and Library to investigate
their specific Holocaust research projects and
interacted with Israeli Holocaust scholar.; towards
achieving a better under.;tanding of the Holocaust
in Slovakia.
Prior to the collapse
of the Soviet Bloc, it was
extremely difficult for
Slovakian historians to
travel and conduct any
form of research in
Western countriesincluding Israel. In
Dr. Eduard .
Slovakia, Jewish themes,
especially the Holocaust, were considered taboo.
Only when the Iron Curtain lifted just over a
decade ago, were scholar.; ITom the Eastern Bloc
permitted freedom of movement and only then
did Holocaust studies become more commonplace
in Slovakia.
Dr.
Eduard
Niinansky, a fifth generation Slovakian
educator, teaches several
COUI1iCS on the Holocaust
as an Assistant Professor
at Constantin the
Philosopher Univer.;ity in
Nitra, Slovakia. NiinanskY fir.;t became interested
in the Holocaust while researching his doctorate
on the interpretation of Nazism in Gennany: "After
I finished my doctoral studies in 1994, I was moved
to investigate acritical ~e in the study ofNazismthe Holocaust."
Following the publication of NiznanskY's
book The Holocaust ill Slovakia: The Period of
Autonomy 6 August 1938-14 March 1939,
Professor Yehuda Bauer (formerly Head of the
International Institute for Holocaust Research ),
urged him to continue his research on the
Holocaust in Central Europe . Bauer's
encouragement, along with the wealth of
information contained in the Yad Vashem Archives
greatly fueled NiiIlanskY's desire to carry out his
research at Yad Vashem.
This research involved a comparative analysis
of German reports concerning the situation of
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After the Fall of the Iron Curtain

Jews and antisemitic actions taken in Slovakia,
Hungary, Croatia, and Romania. NiznanskY
examined this topic in relation to the social
climate of the era, to further comprehend local
collaboration with the Nazis and the perpetration
of crimes against Jews. He believes his research
has historical and social value, and will ensure
his students "know something about their state
and nationality-not only the good and
praiseworthy aspects, but also the darker and less
pleasant parts of their history in order to address

attempted to halt or postpone the deportations.
Hradska also studied personalities such as Gisi
Aeischmann-the Slovak Zionist who was among
the leaders of the Working Group and who tried
to save Jews by various means including bribing
the S.S. She intends to reconstruct Fleischmann's
letters and analyze them more thoroughly than
has been done previously. According to her, the
original material she uncovered at Yad Vashem
provided new insights into her topic: "Here are
the originals and also other materials that shed

"Only when the Iron Curtain lifted just over a decade ago did
Holocaust studies become more commonplace in Slovakia. _."
the present social and political problems that
amict every country in the world."
Fellow historian, Bratislav-born Dr. Katanna
Hradska, currently teaches at the Institute for
Historical Sciences-Slovak Academy of Sciences
in Bratislava. Although her first doctorate did
not have a Jewish theme due to Slovakia's
restrictive political climate at the time, her second
doctorate dealt with the German policy towards
Slovakia as well as Eichmann's deputy, SS Major
and German Berater (advisor) Dieter Wisliceny
and the Solvakian Jews. For the last five years,
she has hoped to conduct research at Yad Vashem.
Finally, delighted with her research fellowship
Hradski arrived in Israel this year, despite the
country's tenuous security situation.
Hradski focused her research at Yad Vashem
on the Central Jewish Organization in Siovakiathe Judenrat- from 1939-1945, in particular
the Working Group within the organization that

light on my issue. They give very precise and
detailed data for my research."
Both Dr. NiinanskY and Dr. Hradska (along
with several other Slovakian researchers) work at
the Documentation Center of the Holocaust-a
foundation aimed at researching the Holocaust in
Slovakia funded by the Foundation of Milan
Sime~ka. Presently, the Center is developing a new
publication series, Holocaust in Slovakia:
Documentation and is creating a database on
Holocaust victims in Slovakia. By researching,
publishing, and disseminating knowledge about
the Holocaust through this foundation as weU as
their individual research projects aided by their
work at Yad Vashem, Ni1l\anskY and Hradska hope
to forge a better under.;tanding of the tragic events
that took place during the Holocaust in Solvakia.
The authar js /HI Academi, Auistllnt lit the [nltrfllujonld

Institute fur HolocRUst RtJtlJrCh

S/O'PRi;R militia torment Jews during the deportation ofJrwsfrom Stropkov, SJovdia-May 1942
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by Susan Nashman Fraiman
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n unusual collection of 17 ink and
watercolor paintings was donated to

so-called memy alicllS incarcerated for reasons of
national security by rhe British governmenr. This

the Yad Vashem Art Museum in recent
years. Although painted during the
war years, the images-approximately 12 by 15
centimeters each-arc atypically light-hearted
compared to the difficult imagery of ghettos and
concentration camps produced by other Je\\,sh

chapter in British history was hardly photographed
for security reasons and not all government records
have yet been released. German Jewish refugee
and internee of both camps-Wilhelm Jondorfbrings the period to life, however, through his
paintings.

A

artists from within Nazi occupied areas. Signed

With the German invasion of Poland in

by W. Jondorf, most of the paintings are colorful

September 1939, Great Britain declared war on
Germany. The day after Britain joined the war,
the Home Office conducted an immediate review
of all Germans and Austrians living in Britain.
This was not an insignificant number. Between

depictions of men apparently incarcerated, yet
clad in suit and tic, attending camp galas, and
carrying out mundane activities.

Who was W. Jondorf and under what

The
E n

According to his son, Helmut (Harry) Jondorf,
"he was aself-taught artist, poetry writer, proficient
entertainer on the lure, and singer/composer,
who was actil'e in the Phoenix Jewish social club
in Nuremberg." Jondorf and his first wife,
Innagard, had planned to immigrate to England
before the outbreak of the war. Unfortunately,
Irmagard died in 1937 at the age of 32.
Meanwhile, Jondorf faced great difficulties in
obtaining the necessar}' release papers from the
German government, and was forced to sell his
business to an employee for amere 500 reichmarks.
He arrived safely in England with his two young
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1933 and 1939,49,500 Germans and Austrians
were admitted to Britain, 90 percent of whom
were Jews. The number of refugees to Britain

Wilbelm jOlldorj, The Fifth Columllis/, 1940, illl alld
watercolor 011 cardboard. Gift of Betty jOlldorf

circumstances did he produce these unusual warkst

Yad Vashem Art Museum staff found that some
of the paintings were drawn in Precs Heath transit

camp-an improvised tent camp in Shropshireand the rest on the Isle of Man-a small island
between England and Ireland- trom within the
Onchan camp. During the early 1940s, both
camps housed German and Austrian refugecs or
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a greeting card company in Nuremberg, Germany.

swelled in 1939. Britain devised three basic
categories for its enemy aliens: 'N - high security
risks, to be immediately interned; 'B' - doubtful
cases, subject to restrictions; and 'G - non-security
risks.
Initially, only 'A' category enemy aliens were
incarcerated-some 528 by January 1940.
However, events such as the rapid-fire conquests
of Norway, Denmark, the Netherlands, and
Belgium by Nazi Germany, led to tllC stoking of
fear of a fifth column in the United Kingdom and
the possibility of imminent invasion. Due to the
ensuing public hysteria, 'B' category enemy aliens
between the agcs of 16 and 70 (including women)
were interned two days after the surrender of the
Netllerlands in May 1940. After the fall of France
the follo\\;ng month, all 'C' category enemy aliens
were interned. Makeshift camps were established
throughout the United Kingdom: in tents,
housing projects, holiday apartments, etc. Some
internees were even shipped to Canada and
Australia in scandalous conditions.
Wilhelm Jondorf (1890-1957) was designated
as a '8' class enemy alien and was incarcerated in
May 1940. Before the war, Jondorf had owned
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sons in 1938, but all their belongings were
plundered and never arrived,
Upon his arrival to the UK, Jondorf obtained
permission to start a business in South Wales. He
and his sons lived with his sister and brother-inlaw, until all the adults in the family were interned
in tlle panic of May 1940. With no fumily to take
care of them, Jondorrs two sons were forced to
enter a boarding school in Abergavenny.
Initially, Jondorf was sent to Prees Heath
transit camp, which housed about 1,200 men.
For the most part, camp life was ch~l and cultured;
the internees slept in tents on straw mattresses
and wore suits and ties despite the unusually hot,
dry summer of 1940. Arich culnlral life developed
at the camp, including tllC staging of camp galas
and an an exhibition, as well as the establishment
of a Heath University, which utilized the talents
of detained refugee professors.
Despite the passable conditions, many of the
internees felt lISelesS, anxious, depressed and even
suicidaL There was much tension initially between
anti-Nazi detainees and Nazi sympathizers, who
were, ironically, interned together. Certain reading
materials were banned and listening to the radio
was prohibited. Noted anti-Nazi propagandists,
German language announcers, and BBC translators
were also incarcerated, even though thC)' were

Wi/beJlII jo"dorj; Fate, 1940 , i"k (wd watercolor 011 cardboard. Gift of BettyJotldorf (WJo"dorfs seco"d wift)
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considered useful to the British war effort.
Jondorrs paintings, N'igbbors and Fri",d/y
A/i"" A"""" (bottom of p. II ) providccI;dence,
unreported elsewhere, of the segregation of the
different enemy alien groups within the camp\I;th the 'C' group (the so-called "fiiendly aliens")
appearing to h"'e dlC most freedom of movement.
Towards the end of the summer 1940, Prees
Heath was shut down and Jondorf was sent to
the Isle of Man . At the peak of the WWIl
internment, there were two camps on the Isle for
Italians, one camp for British subjects, six camps
for Germans and Austrians, and two exclusively
for women. Jondorf found himself at Onchan,
which housed nearly 1,000 men ofthe 'S' and
'e' categories in vacant boarding houses. Residents
of the Isle of Man expressed some resentment
towards the enemy aliens, but on the whole, the
internees tried to make the best of the situation,
as illustrated in Jondorrs paintings. Among his
depictions were those poking fun at rhe prisoners'
sardine-based diet and outdoor reading habits due
to insufficient indoor light. (Windows and light
bulbs were painted blue in the boarding houses
because of nighttime blackouts.)
As in Prees Heath camp, Onchan was
brimming with cultllral activity, boasting a
newspaper, a popular unh'ersiry, and art exhibitions.
Jack Bilbo (1907-1967) artist and adventurer,
organized an exhibition"An and Christmas Cards"
from 26 October-6 November 1940. Jondorf,
one of the participants, prepared the work Pence
'" Enrtb, shOlling a liew of Onehan through the
camp's barbed lvire fences. One ofJondorrs more
satiric works, 71" Fiftb OJ/III11/,ist (p. 10), shOlvs
an adolescent boy peering through the barbedwire fence at a corpulent British soldier, pointing
Ollt rhe absurdity of internment. Like\\~se, Fate
(top of p. II ) depicts the arrival ofJelvish refugees
to Britain-suitcases in hand-"wclcomed"
immediately by British soldiers and imminent
detcnsion.
Ultimately, public opinion against the
internment as well as the progression of the war
itself led to the release of most internees. Many
were allowed to join the Pioneer Corps (an army
auxiliary) and later, the armed forces. Jondorf was
released in late 1940 or early 1941 and returned
to his sons. Unfortunately, not all European Jell;sh
refugees were as fortunate. In France many camps
established initially to house enemy aliens were
eventually used as camps from which Jews were
deported to their deaths.
Thanks to He/milt (Harry) j(mdfJrj and Merry Kerr

WoodtsOn for their }i"d nuimHUt

lVilhelm JOlldorj; Friendly Aliens Avenue, 1941 J illk fwd watm;olor 0'1 cardboard. Gift of Retty jo"dorf

17Jt iIllthor is the Collection Mrfllflger of the Tad Vaslmn
Art Museum
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b Yaron Tsur
ith the onset of WWII, Tunisia's
traditionally stable Jewish community
of90,000 was thrown into crisis. By
late 1940, Vichy France's anti· Jewish
guidelines were extended to its protectorates in
North Aliica, among them Tunisia. In November
1942, Nazi troops arrived in Tunisia with a small
5.5. unit charged with implementing anti· Jewish
policy. Fortunately, the German occupation ended
after six months and Tunisian Jews were spared

W

the worst horrors of the Nazi design. However,
the effects of this period were nonetheless traumatic

on the longstanding Tunisian Jewish community.
The region occupied by modern·day Tunisia
~ one of the most ancient sites of Jewish habitation.
According to certain historians, Jewish life can be
traced back to the Jews' arrival on the western
shores of the Mediterranean along with the
Phoenicians a few centuries BCE. Solid historical
and archeological findings, however, place Jewish
settlement in Tunisia in the 2nd century CE (in
the ancient city of Carthage) during the time of
the Romans.
After the Arab Conquest (7th century CE)
and especially during 9th· I Ith centuries CE,
Tunisia's Jews thrived under Muslim rule, creating
one of the most important centers of Jewish
learning of the Diaspora in the Islamic capital city,
Kairouan. Following Kairouan's destruction in
the 11th century, Tunisian Jewry never again
regained a similar status. However, the Jews
continued to subsist, establishing two main
settlements: in the north (Tun~), and in the south
(mainly on Djerba Island). Today Djerba is one
of the few places in the Arab world that still has
a vital Jewish community.
In the 16th century CE, Tunisia became an
Ottoman province and later, the coumry came
under a dynasty of rule", know as Beys. Uke other
central Mediterranean cities, Tunis attracted

emerged in Tunisia follo\\;ng the French conquest
in 1881.
The country continued to develop under

French rule, but the disparity within the Jewish
population deepened. Now, not only the Grana
but also a number ofTouansa youth were able to
receive French education, and therefore approached
the cultural and social status of the European
settlers. Some of these Westernized Jews joined
the Grana elite in obtaining European citizenship,
thus enjoying the full privileges of the upper dass
of colonial society. Othe",-most of the country's
Jews before WWIl- had little to no Western
education and were attributed the second-class

status of the natives (indigenes), along with the
majority of Arabs. On theeve ofWWlI, the 90,000
Tunisian Jews were split according to socioeconomic, cultural, and legal standing: A small
privileged group belonged to the European
echelon; a larger group was affiliated with the
Westernized sector, and the remaining majority
were among the native masses.
Jewish communal institutions in Tunisia

descendants of Portuguese Marranos known as

"Grana" (the people ofLeghom), who had arrived
in North Mrica from Leghorn in Italy. The Grana
(who spoke Arabic alongside Italian and
Portuguese) lived side·by·side the native, Arabic·
speaking Jews known as "Touansa" (the people
ofTunis). There were many conflicts between the
two Jewish groups, which were further reinforced
with the expansion of European colonialism in
the 19th century. At that point, the Grana
strengthened their ties with their motherland and
many became part of the Italian colony that
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Three Jews pre- WWII in Tunis} rltnisia

developed more than those in many other Muslim
coumries, undergoing democratization processes,
etc ... While the large native Jewish population
identified with these institutions, European and
Westernized Jews preferred colonial cirdes and
organizations. Only few upper dass Jews-primarily
the religious or Zionists were involved in Jewish
institutional life. Between the nvo World W"", Tl~ia
boasted the most developed Zionist movement in
the Islamic countries; even so, it was hardly all
encompassing among the Je";sh youth elite.
Jewish -Arab relations in Tunisia were
traditionally hospitable throughout the years,
however the Jews generally preferred the French
colonial regime to the preceding Muslim rule.
The outbreak of the Arab·Zionist conflict in
Palestine , though, began to affect local
relationships. Beginning in 1929, \vith the Arab
riots in Palestine, Tunisia's National Movement
took a firm stand in support of the Arab cause
and opposed all Zionist activities. In the I930s
tension mounted throughout the country between
the Jews and Muslims, but ovetall reiations between

A Community in
Crisis During WWII
the two groups remained fillr and at times amicable.
During WWlI, Tu nisia's Jewish community
underwent a crisis, along with other North
Mrican Jewish communities. Following French
capitulation to Germany in 1940, the local French
authorities were required to implement France's
anti-jewish policy. Despite Govemor-Genml, Vice
Adm. Jean-Pierre Estcva's reluctance to comply
with Vichy policies-pardy as a result of "colonial
competition" with Italy-the Statut des ]uift was
applied in Tun~ia, albeit not too stringendy. (Italian
authorities had a policy of protecting "their" jews
in Tunisia and therefore France did not want to
look "bad" in comparison.)
The war also brought an end to jewish
communal democratic procedures. On the evening
of the war's eruption, the community elected a new
leadership led by the Conservative jews and proZionists. The French, howC\~r, prererred a leadership
closer to their own orientation and therefore
disbanded the new committee, appointing in its
place jC\vs from the even higher bowgeo~ echelons.
In November 1942, Tunisia's Jewish crisis was
further exacerbated. Responding to the Allied
invasion of Algeria and Morocco, the Nazi army's
North-Aliican corps conquered Tunisia. Along with
the German army, a small 5.S. unit aimed at
enforcing German anti-jewish policy arrived in
Tunisia, headed by officer Walter Rauf; Rauf was
experienced in this subject, having operated the
first gas vans in Russian territories. Tunisia thus
became the only Islamic country where all the
necessary conditions were introduced towards the
direct implementation of Nazi anti-jewish policy.
life under German rule was markedly ditTerent
fromconditions under Vichy rule. Shorrly after the
German arrival, jewish property and valuables were
confiscated and communal leaders arrested.
Immediately afterwards, the Germans demanded
jewish manpower for fortification jobs, followed
by large sums of money. While moot contact between
Germans and jews occurred in Tunis, other large
jC\vish communities--;;uch as thoo: ofSousse, Sfux,
and Djerba-sutTered too. Under the pressure
placed on the jews, members of the European and
Westemized elite who had previously avoided jewish
communal involvement assumed active leading rotes
in community affairs.
It is not difficult to find similarities between
Nazi policy in Tunisia and Europe. However, just
as Vichy guidelines were not fully enforced in
Tun~ia, Nazi policies were not fully implemented.

Still, the sutTering ofTunisian jewry should not be
minimized: They were forced to establish a council
to implement German demands-resembling local
]udmriite. Council leaders-mainly from the
Western and European elite-were responsible for
selecting around 5,000-6,000 jC\vs for forced labor,
some of whom were concentrated in camps.
Thankfully, council members were spared the
European jltde1triite's most horrible
role--<:oIlabor.lting lvith the Germans in the process
of sending their fellow jews to their deaths-as
German forces left Tunisia in the beginning of May
1943, retreating to Europe six months after their
initial arrival.
Although the fute ofTunisian jC\vs during the
war was infinitely better than that of their European
brethren, it was nonetheless mumatic for a jewish
community already split by an inner divide. The
lower and middle classes blamed the upper class for
exempting members of their own social class, when
assigning jews to forced labor. Under such
accusations, this Western elite leadership lost some
of its prestige and moral authority. Moreover, Fr.lllce
and Italy's role in the war and subsequent decline
denied the Westemized elite its m~n rallying point.
The war had m'Caled that the jC\vs' main persecutors

were not their Muslim neighbors, but the European
powers with whom they had aligned themselves.
The jewish Westernized elite was now willing
to consider ideas of integration, not necessarily
within France or Italy, but in other national
commwlities, as well. Asmall youth fuerionembr.lced
communism and joined the Tunisia National
Movement's struggle for independence. The vast
majority, though, were influenced by the blow taken
by Europe's image-the birthplace of jewish
assimilation-and underwent an extensive proZionist awakening. The crisis caused by the war
gready elevated the status of Zionism, no longer
only within society's lower strata, but also in the
higher echelons.
Ultimately, WWII-which marked a turning
point in European history-played a similar role in
the history of the North Aliican jewish communities,
including that ofTunisia. Although the sutTering
endured by Tunisian jewry remained less acute than
that of European Jewry, the wartime crisis
permanendy altered Tunisia's jewish communal
landscape.
The author il a Senior uctUrtT in the fldd ofJewish HistM"yat
Ttl Avil' Vlljl'm;ry

Antisemitism Rocks Tunisian Jews
A recent wave of antisemitic incidents has
rocked the traditionally suble security situation of
the 2,OOO-person jewish population ofTunisia_
Throughout March and April th< roumry witnessed
anti-Israel demonstrations in the wake of
developments in the Palestinian-Israeli conflict_
On 11 April, a natural gas tanker exploded in an
alley outside the historic La Ghriba Synagogu< in
the Tunisian resort island of Djerba, killing 17
people and injuring dozens. Initially, Tunisian
President Zayn al-Abidin bin AIi-whose regime
has generally suppt<SSed Islamic cxtmnist activitymaintained the explosion was accidenw, but later
confirmed that it had been, in all probability, a
terrorist attId. The Islamic Army tOr th< liberation
of the Holy Places-a group allegedly linked to
Osama bin Ladin-<Iaimed responsibility fur the
attId. German authorities investigating th< incident
suspect the involvement of al-Qacda mernbeB_A
few days after th< attack in Djerba, th< synagogue
in La Mma, to the north of th< capital, was broken
into and swastikas were sprayed on the walls.
Viti> I{U'"¥ u.. "I.t GIIriIIISJo.wre" DjtrlM (lItrtm)
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Committed to Furthering Holocaust Education
Dr. Israel H. Asper

,

r. Israel H. Asper O.c., O.M., Q.C, Founder and President of dle Asper Foundation, and Avner ShaleI',
Chairman of the Yad Vashem Directorate, launched the Asper International Holocaust Studies Program
on 9 April, at Yad Vashem's international conference "The Legacy of Holocaust Survivors." Funded
by the Asper Foundation, the program will help expand the International School for Holocaust Studies'
activities. Among its initiatives, it will support: a biannual international conference; international outreach, professional
development, and training programs for educators; international seminars for educators from English-speaking
countries; and a task force for international cooperation on Holocaust education, remembrance, and research (a
joint venture between governments and educators).
According to Asper, "the Aspe r Foundation is proud to play an integral role in supporting Yad Vashem-a
world-renowned institution respected not only for commemorating the victims of the Holocaust, but imparting
the lessons of the Holocaust. Yad Vashem also serves the important purpose of educating people worldwide to help
ensure that the rally cry 'Never Again' refers not only to Jews but to all peoples."
"With this generous gift from the Asper Foundation Yad Vashem will continue its importam task of Holocausr
education," said ShaleI'. "Dr. Asper has demonstrated dlC centrality of Israel in dle lives of the Jewish people and
the importance of Holocaust education as a crucial component of one's Jewish identity. The importance of this
contribution to Yad Vashem cannot be understated."
As well as his affiliation with Yad Vashem and commitment to furthering Holocaust education, Asper has
generously supported major programs and initiatives in Canada's Jewish and non-Jewish communities, as well as
in Israel. As Chairman of Canwest Global Communications Corps-a major imernational media communications
company-Asper is unstinting in his support of Israel and the Jewish people as are his wife, Babs, and their three Dr. Israel Asper addresses participants of "11Je
children, David, Gail, and Leonard.
Legacy of Holocaust SurviJ'orr C01Jjeret/ce~ at Tad

D
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Translating Memory into Action
Dr. laszlo N. Tauber
n the anniversary of the 19 March 1944 entry of German troops into Hungary, Yad Vashem launched
Dr. Laszlo N. Tauber's "Fund for Research of the Holocaust in Hungary and Hungarian Jewish History
in Honor of Dr. Ingrid Tauber."
The fund's objective is to encourage research on Hungarian Jewry and Hungarian Jews in the Holocaust
in order ro form a more accurate picture of historical problems surrounding destruction and rescue during the
Holocaust in Hungary.
Himself a Hungarian Holocaust survivor, Dr. Tauber is among a select group of people who, were they not
Jews, would be considered Righteous Among the Nations. While putting his own life in peril, he succeeded in
rescuing many fellow Jews, both in his role of physician in the Budapest Ghetto hospital, and through other daring
missions.
[n 1947, Dr. Tauber arrived in the United States where he made a name for himself as both a world-renowned
surgeon and a highly successful businessman and philanthropist. He remained faithful to the ideals of the Jewish,
humanist education he received at the Jewish Gymnasia in Budapest. As a surgeon and a philanthropisr, he dedicared
rumselfro restoring man's faith in humankind . As a survivor who has translated memory into action, Tauber has
contributed to many Holocaust-related causes.
His children continue in his tradition: his son, Dr. Alfred Tauber in medicine, and his daughter, Dr. Ingrid Dr. LAszlo N. Timber (right) with dallghter,
Tauber as a psychologist, who is involved in a snldy of the effect of the Holocaust on dlC second and third generations. Dr. IlIgn'd Tlwber

O

Rabbi Dr. Israel Miller-In Memoriam
resident of the Conference on Jewish Material Claims Against Germany, Rabbi Dr, Israel Miller, died on 21 March at his Jerusalem home at the age
of 83. Best known for his ongoing commitment to Holocaust survivors' rights and benefits, Miller often acted as an envoy for both American and
Israeli Jewry.
Born in Baltimore, Miller graduated mnglln cum Inude from Yeshiva College in 1938. In 1941 , he was ordained as a rabbi and during WWll he
served as a chaplain in the Army Air Corps in the US and overseas. Over the next 25 yeats, he presided over an Orthodox congregation in the Bronx as a pulpit
rabbi. From 1979 to 1994, he lVas the Senior Vice President of Yeshiva University.
His most notable position-to IVhich he lVas devoted until his death-was Presidem of the Claims Conference. Through that role, he led negotiations with
countries including Germany and Austria, culminating in d,e reclamation of millions of dollars for Nazi victims who had been overlooked
by earlier reparation agreements. Under Miller's leadership, the Claims Conference enabled the reclamation of Jewish property in the
former East Germany and assumed ownership of property that wem unclaimed. The sale of this unclaimed property has provided assistance
to needy survivors and has funded Israeli institutions that promote welfare, education, and research.
Miller lVas a great supporter ofYad Vashem . Through his initiatives, the Claims Conference has and continues to provide considerable
aid towards d,e implementation of the "Yad Vashem 200 I" masterplan and was a leading contributor to the construction of Yad Vashem's
new Archives and Library building. According to Miller, "the Yad Vashem Archives arc the central repository for the safekeeping of all
Holocaust documentation ... and the central place for Holocaust remembrance must be in Jerusalem,"

P
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Bulgarian Clergymen Save Jews
he late Metropolitan Stefan of Sofia (Stoyan Popgueorguiev) and
the late Metropolitan Kiril ofPIOI'div (Konstantin Markov)--fomler
heads of Bulgaria's largest church, the Independent Orthodox
Church-were honored posthumously as Righteous Among the
Nations at a Vad Vashem ceremony on 12 March.
In May 1943, Metropolitan
Stefan-the highestranking Bulgarian church
official during the
Holocaust-appealed to
King Boris III in person,
requesting him to
intercede on behalf of the
first group of 800 Sofia
Jews slated for expulsion
Maria Ni/wloPa Popopa (kft), and Prof- Kin/Marl"" from the city. Under the
(right) at the YadYashe .. "",no.y
weight of Stefan's threat
to instruct all churches and monasteries ro provide sanctuary for Jews, the
king agreed to postpone the deportation,
Bishop Metropolitan Kiril aided in halting the deportation of the 1,500
Plovdiv Jews. In a personal telegram to King Boris III he begged for mercy
towards the Jews. He also contacted the head of the local police, threatening
to end his loyalty to Bulgaria and (according to one source) lie across the
railway tracks, immobilizing the cattle-cars.
As German pressure to deport the Bulgarian Jews increased, the Sofia
Jews again received deportation orders, Simultaneously, Bulgarian authorities
informed Metropolitan Stefan that all Je\l;sh attempts at conversion would be
rejected, subjecting all converts to immediate deportation. Metropolitan Stefan
contacted King Boris III pleading for him to have compassion for the Jews and
cautioning him: "Do not persecute so that you yourself will not be persecuted ... "
Despite the largely overlooked protests of Stefan and ad,er public leaders,
the deportation of Bulgarian Jews was continuously postponed, one way or
another, until it was finally canceled. In September 1944, \I;th the Red Army
closing in on Bulgaria'S borders, the new Bulgarian government declared war
on Germany.
Metropolitan Stefan died in 1957 and Metropolitan Kiril in 1971.
The Vad Vashem ceremony took place in the presence of Ivan PetkoI',
Bulgaria's Deputy Foreign Minister; H.E, Professor Tsanko Vablanski,
Bulgaria'S Ambassador in Israel; H.E. Emanuel Zisman, Israel's Ambassador
in Bulgaria; Judge Yaacov Maltz, Chairman of the Commission for the
Designation of the Righteous; Al'ner ShaleI', Chairman of the Vad Vashem
Directorate; Dr. Mordccai Paldicl, Director of the Righteous Among the
Nations Department; Maria Nikoiova Popova, the niece of Metropolitan
Stefan; Professor Kiril MarkoI', dlC nephew of Metropolitan Kiril; representatives
of the Bulgarian Government; representatives of the Bulgarian Church,
including the Chief Secretar)1of the Holy Synod; representatives of the
Bulgarian Jewish community; and Bulgarian Holocaust survivors.

T

Righteous Among the Nations
Department Recognized
he Senate and General Assembl y of the State of New Jersey
honored Vad Vashem's Righteous Among the Nations department
for its many years of dedication at the 32nd Annual Scholars'
Conference on the Holocaust and the Churches. During the
conference-which took place on 2-5 March at Kean University in Union,
Nell' Jersey- Director of the Righteous Department, Dr, Mordecai Paldicl,
addressed the participants and later accepted the award on behalf of Vad
Vashem. The award recognizes Yad Vashem's efforts to preserve the memory
of gentiles who risked their lives to save Jews during the Holocaust.
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Claims Conference Project
at Yad Vas hem
ince late March, 35 Claims Conference workers have been based
at Vad Vashem, searching Vad Vashem archival materials to
substantiate 20,000 of the more than 250,000 Jewish slave and
forced labor fund claims submitted to the "Remembrance,
Responsibility, and the Future" Foundation. The German Foundationestablished in July 2000 foUo\l; ng negotiations benl'een the Claims Conference,
the German governmem and industry, and numerous other countries-oils
for the restitution of funds to Holocaust-era slave and forced laborers.
"One of the accepted sonrces used to validate an individual's claim," explains
the Claims Conference Project Manager at Vad Vashem, "is the International
Tracing5en;ce (ITS) or Arolsen Ree~ which are housed at Vad Vashem."
Recorded for Vad Vashem in 1958, the ol'er 4,000 ITS microfilm reels,
containing more than 16 million names are based on post-war documentation
collected by the Red Cross dlroUghout Europe.
"Over the past two months, we have matched 6,750 claimants \\~th names
appearing in the ITS files; this is truly a great success," affirms the Claims
Conference Project Manager.
Names that do not appear in the ITS files are sought out in other sources,
including labor battalion lists, and records from concentration camps and
ghettos. In certain cases, when claims are problematic, Claims Conference workers
Mn to Vad Vashem Archives staff for direction,
"There are German instinltions doing similar work, but the difference is that
for us-as Jews- finding a person's name and substantiating his claim is something
personal,"says Claims Conference employee. "It's not history we're researching,
but living people who we are able to compensate."
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The Jews Under the Nazi Regime
symposium in honor of Professor Otto Dol' Kulka-a specialist
in the history of the Jews under the Nazi regime- was held at
Hebrew University's Mount Scopus campus, Jerusalem, from 1922 May. Entided "The Jell' Under the National-Socialist Regime,"
the symposium WdS conducted in English and was attended by three generations
of scholars from Israel and the Diaspora. The three-day lecture series focused
on four main subjects: the historiography of National Socialism, ideology and
policy towards the Jews, German society and the Jews, and JC\vish societyactivities and independenr attitudes. The symposium was organized by the
Hebrew University in conjunction lI;dl the Richard Koebner Centte for German
History, the Institute ofJewish Smdics, the Leo Baeck InstiMe of Jerusalem,
the Simon-Dubnow-Institut of Leipzig, DAAD, and Vad Vashem. Professor
Kulka is among the found ers ofVad Vashem's Scientific Inter-University
Committee as well as a member of the rad Vasls,," Stl/did editorial board.
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Head of rad
Vashem's Internarjonal
Institute for Holocaust
Restarch, l'rofessor Dal'id
Ban;i" (right), p;sited
Shanghai and NanjingJ
anna ill Marrh fM' a!mer
of kuurts and meeringl.
/n Nanjing, Baniin'
parricipaud In a emmon,
commemorllting the
Nanjing MRSSRCrt of 1937
(during Jrbith the
slaul"htered telll of
tiJousallds OfOlillue), ~S well as a discussion, with Chinm rtStarciJe.rs o~ . A Comparlloll of the
Hoi«aUJI with the Nanjlng Massam.· Heddumd a /taun: ~ -Anruenllt.mn alld the HoI«~usr'
at the Nanjing Unil'tl"sit], which was followed by the scrremng ofa mople abuut SJJangiJal as a
. . .
safe havm for European jews dun'nB tbe Holocaust.
While visiting SJ1IlIIgJIIlij Bat/iier mrt witb proftssorsfrom the SJIIlIlghaJ. i.!mpernty, spo~e
to the city's Jewish community, and antntieti the opening ofa H% cllust exhJb~t at ShanghaI 's
munieipallibrary. The exhibit included a leeeial segment on y'ad VluiJem 's ~Ighteo/ls Among
tlx Narioll$, Ft1'8 Shall Ho, 11'110 served as OmJese conSlll-general In Vienna dUMng the HolocaUJI.
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Patricia Herskovic, Escape to Life: A Family Holocaust Portrait. Yad Vashem:
Jerusalem, 2002, 250 pages.
aught in the crossfire of Nazi oppression, a
mmily triumphs in this story of courage, luck,
and passion during one of the darkest moments
of the 20th century. After surviving a perilous
escape from Ausch,,;tz, William HerskOl;c miraculously
made his way across Nazi-occupied Europe. One of the
first recorded cy"vimesses of Hider's atrocities, HerskOl;c
alerted the underground, and was eventually credited
with rescuing hundreds, perhaps thousands ofJ"'" bound
lOr d,e gas chambers. Mireille, his lvife-dlCn still merely
a teen- hid her parents in attics and rural homes, risking her life daily to
venture out for food to keep them alive. The Herskovic mmily sUl\;ved the
Holocaust.
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David Silberklang (Editor), Yad Vashem Studies-Volume 30. Yad Vashem:
Jerusalem, 2002, 484 pages.
ad Vashe .. Stlldies is an annual journal
featuring articles at the cutting edge of

Y

research and reflection on the Holocaust.

,

Variety, new research, and in-depth reflection
~
are its hallmarks. Volume 30 features scholars from six
countries discussing five subjects: the Jedwabne controversy
IOlIovving the publication of Professor Jan Tomasz Gross's
bock NeiOhOOrr, the last year of dIC Holocaust; elite groups'
attitudes towards Nazis and J"" in the 1930s; early ...._ _ _...;.;
confrontations with commemoration and other postwar issues; and review articles
on recent books published in the US, the UK, Austria, Belgium, and Poland.
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Leni Yahil, On Nazis, Jews and Rescuers: ASelection of Articles on th~ Fat~
of European Jewry during the Holocaust - Presented to Professor [em Yah,'
on the Occasion of Her 90th Birthday, bi-lingual edition. Yad Vashem:
Jerusalem, 2002, 420 pages.

P

rofessor Leni Yahil studied General and
Jewish History and Hebrew Literature at
the Hebrew University of Jerusalem where
she received her M.A. and Ph.D. degrees.
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She taught at several universities in Israel and abroad,

and published extensively on a lvide range of Holocaustrelated subjects. 011 N.zis, Jews .IId Rescllers is a
collection of several of her articles, compiled in her
honor. The issues discussed are: Nazi policies against
the Jews; perseverance and rescue; the Holocaust- the fate of European Jewry
1932-1945 and reviews.

To order Yad Vashem publications please call:
972-2-644-3505, fax: 972-2-644-3506,
or e-mail: publications.marketing@yadvashem.org.il

Hitler's Bureaucrats-A Symposium
ad Vashem held a symposium on 24 April to launch the Hebrew
publication ofYad Vashem Archives Dil;sions Director: Dr. Yaacov
LazOlvick's bock Hitler's HI/real/trats: 7/" NaZI SeCltrlty Force alld
t/" Ballality ofEvil. Professor Dan Michman, Intemationallnstitute
for Holocaust Research Chief Historian, chaired the symposium and Avner Shalev,
Chairman ofdlC Yad Vashem Directorate, delivered opening remarks. Addsesscs
were given by Professor Shulamit Wolkov on "Hider's Bureaucrats: Hatred and
Other Motives," and Professor Shlomo Aharonson on "Eichmann and his Followers
in the Final Srnge ofWWll." Lawlvick concluded theeventlvith a keynote lecture.
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Yad Vashem Award-Winning
Publications

T

hree Yad Vashem publications have received prestigious awards
in recent months. 7/" Ellcycwpedia ofJewish Life &fore .IId VI/rillO
the Holor.llst, based on 30 volumes of Yad Vashem's Pillkasei
Hakehillot Hebrew series, was selected by Library Joumal as a
recipient of its "Best Reference Award, 2001" and by the Association of
Jewish Libraries forthe Association's "200 I Reference Award." The 1,850page, three-volume publication-edited by Dr. Shmuel Spector with Dr.
Geoffrey Wigodor (z:DJ) as consulting editor- traces the economic, social,
religious, political, and culrural histories of more than 6,500 J"vish communities
in Europe and North Africa. The encyclopedia was co-published by Yad
Vashem and New York University Press and was supported by the Memorial
Foundation for J"vish Culture. It was prepared, edited and published by the
Jerusalem Publishing House under the auspices of Shlomo Gafni, Director
General, and Rachel Gilon, Managing Editor.
7/" Encyclopedia of the HolocallSV-a comprehensive, authoritative singlel'Olume English publication- was awarded Ref""'ce Reviews UK's "Best Specialist
Reference Work of the Year." The 528-page reference bock provides a mctual
perspective on the Shoah through eight essays and 650 encyclopedic entries on
major Holocaust-related subjects. The encyclopedia, edited by Dr. Robert Rozen
and Dr. Shmuel Spector, received accolades from Reference Reviews, calling the
encyclopedia "an ideal reference work ... invaluable for students or general readers
who want accurate, unbiased infonnation, ormerely an insight into this important
subject." 7/" Encycwpedin ofthe How,"IIS/was published by ¥ad Vashem and the
Jerusalem Publishing House Ltd. in conjunction lvith Facts on File Inc.
Yad Vashem's 7/" Litvab: A Short History of theJews in Lithuania by
Professor Dov Levin received the Israeli Institute for Packaging, Design, and
Product Logistics' "Most Aesthetic Book of the Year Award" for 2002. The
book-honored for its outstanding design and quality of print-describes
Lithuanian Jewry from medieval times to the post WWI I period, when
approximately 95 percent of the community was destroyed.
I
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Yad Vashem Awards for Excellence in
Holocaust Education
ad Vashem's International School for Holocaust Studies held
its annual award ceremony for educators and students
demonstrating excellence in the field of Holocaust education
on 29 May. The ceremony was mended by, among others: award
donors, the Najmann mmily, Luba Uveeler, and the Bergson mmily; Chairman
of the Yad Vashem Directorate, Avner Shalev; Director of the International
School, Dr. Motti ShaJem; recipients; Holocaust survivors; educators and
students.
The Yad Vashem awards are designed to encourage students and educators
to probe the subject of the Holocaust in all its mcets. Award donors included:
the Chuno and Blima Najmann Foundation, Manya and Gershon Bergson,
the Luba Uveeler and late Mark Uveeler Foundation, and the Bruno Brandt
Foundation. Recipients in 2002 were: Rachel Dolav (first place), Ariel Naaman
(second place), and Carmel Ben Nachum (third place) for outstanding
matriculation papers; Nina Siry and Natalie Eitan for outstanding teml papers;
"&it uhiol" under the directorship ofTzipi Kichler for outstanding educational
enterprise; Esther Farbstein for outstanding educator and years of commitment
to Holocaust instruction in the hared; sector; Tommy Briar for outstanding
educational unit of study; and author Tzruia Lahav for exceptional achievement
in children's literature.
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Visits at Yad Vashem

Recent Highlights at the International
School for Holocaust Studies
II April:

Adolescence in the Shadowof Persecution project-educational
activities held in conjunction with Habima Theater's production
of An", Frallk.

14-15 April:

Globus Group project-educational activities in conjunction with
the screening of the movie O,ild,,,, ill th' Arms ofStrallgtrl at
Globus cinemas throughout Israel.

15 April:

Youth Advancement project (southern region)--jJreparation for
delegations to Poland.

21 April:

Symposium for students of the Dror School in Jerusalemeducational activities in conjunction with a play on the
Theresienstadt ghetto performed by the children of the opera
workshop (supported bythe Jerusalemmunicipality).

24 April:

Beir Wolyn teacher-training seminar-"Caged Dreams" and the
screening of Jacob th, Liarat the Tel Aviv Cinematheque in
conjunction with the survivors ofLodz.

24-25 April:

Green Leaf project- preparation of Israeli youth for trips to
Poland.

28 April:

Workshop on Israeli Society for membm of the Israel Defense
Force's (IDF) Office and Staff College.

30 April:

Workshop on "Man in the Holocaust and the Memory of the
Holocaust" for 150 participants of the lDF's Bmalion
Commande" Course and Troop Commandm Course.

I May:

Preparatory day for 200 senior officm participating in the IDF
delegation to Poland.

2 May:

Workshop on "Man in the Holocaust" for Israel's Chief
Intelligence Officer, Brig. General Moshe Shehori, and members
of the Intelligence staff.

5-7 May:

Preparatory workshop for instructo" of the pre-military program
in Nachshon for Holocaust instruction in de,'c1opmcnt [Owns.

12 May:

Yiddish choirs performance for the general public at Beit 1V01yn.

24 June:

Teacher-training seminar for educators from Israel's central region
at Beit 1V0lyn in prepar.ltion for their trip to Poland.

Vi" President oftbe United States, Di,1 Ghent], pisited Tad Vashem on 18 March
with his wife, Lynne

Su,';P"" oftb, St Louis ship visited Tad VlIShem on 21 March. 7/" deltg.,ion arrived
in lsrad on an aIJ-expense-paid reconciliation project under the auspices of the All
Nations Q",pocarion,Jerusn/em. Pictured abo"e: surPiI'011 stand by the name of the St.
LoNWS c"prain, Gusra" Schroder, in Tad Vah", 's Garden ofthe Righteous Among the
Nations

Ajgri"""".

Forrign MiniJterofleeJ.nd, Halldor
Fompn Minister ofeannd.,
(right), pisited rad VlIShem on 30 Ma,. Pittured Will .. m Graham, pisited rnd
in center; Dr. Robert Routt, Director ofthe Tad Vashem 0'1 26 May
Vashim Libra"

24 June17 July:

Summer seminar for English-speaking educators.
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Friends
U.S.A.
The American
Society for Yad
Vashem's Second
Annua l Spring
Luncheon honored
noted author,
Melvin Jules
Bukiet (bottom
left ), for hi s
contribution to
Holocaust literamre.
Chaired by
Fanya Gottesfeld Heller, National Vice Chair for New York, the luncheon
was held on 9 May and was attended bl' 200
supporters. Eli Zborowski, Chairman of the
American Society, presented Bukiet with the
American Society for Yad Vashem Achievement
Award for his contribution to Holocaust litcr:lUlrc.
Pictured above: luncheon guests view Yad
Vashem's "No Child's Play" traveling exhibit.
Event sponsors were: Belle and AI S. Bukiet,
Rose and Joseph J. Bukiet, Fanya Gottesfeld
HeUer, Selma Gruder Horowitz, the Karten,
Bookhamer and Toledano families, Sima Katz,
Rita Levy, Elizabeth Wilf, Judith Wilf, and Diana Zborowski.
On 28 May, Rura and Dr. Felix Zandman,
donors of the FamilySquare, lisited Yad Vashem.
They were impressed by the development of the
"Yad Vashem 200 I" masterplan which had
progressed considerably since their last visit.
In late April, the Israeli Consulate in New
York hosted a ceremony to posthumously honor
twO Christians as Righteous Among the Nations.
The event, co-sponsored by the American Society for Yad Vashem, paid
tribute to the late Feodor Vovk and Yelizaveta Shkandel who risked their
lives by hiding Jews during the Holocaust.
Walter WolI'tSchuk
accepted the award on
behalf of his parents in
the pre sence of
Ambassador Alan
Pinkas, Consul Genem!
of Israel in New York
(second from left); Eli
Zborowski, Chairman
of the American
Society for Vad Vashem (left); Natalia Martynenko, Consul General of
Ukraine in New York; and 50 survivors, friends and fumily. Marvin Zborowski,
American Society Treasurer (right), and Frank Blaichman, American Society
18 Executive Board Member (second from right), were also in attendance.

GERMANY
Dr. Rita Siissmuth- President
of the Freundeskreis of Vad
Vashem in Germany and close
friend of the State of
Israel-visited Yad Vashem in
early June at Yad Vashem's
invitation. Pictured from left to
right at Yad Vas hem's "No
Child's Play" exhibit: Josef
Grotte , Treasurer of the
Freundeskreis and a supporter
of Yad Vashem; Benny IIsar,
Head of the German Desk; Dr.
Rita Siissmuth ; and Avner
ShaleI', Chairman of the Yad
Vashem Directorate.

LATIN AMERICA
On her recent lisit to Brazil, Perla Hazan-Emissary of Latin-American
and Spanish-speaking
countries-attended
the opening
ceremony of the
Brazilian Society
for Vad Vasbem's
new offices in the
Conib Building in
San Paulo. Attendees
included (back row
from left to right): Gerson Lerner,
Lucki, Horacia Lewinsky,
Perla Hazan, Ben Abraham, Eugenia Halbreich, Jayme Melsohn,
Emcsro Strauss, and (front row from left to right): Raphael Waak and
Jorge Spunger. Jaime Blay was also in attendance.
Vad V.shem representatives in Spain participated in this yea r's
Holocaust Martyrs'
and
Her oes'
Remembrance Day
ce remony at Yad
Vashem 's Warsaw
Ghetto Plaza. Pictured
from left to ri ght:
Leon Benacerraf;
Issac Querub ;
Chairman of the Yad
Vashcm Directorate,
Avoer ShaleI'; Professor Cesar Vidal and wife, Tania; Perla Hazan;
Yad Vashcm's rcpresemative ill Sao Paolo, Ben Abraham and wife,
Miriam; and Yad Vashem's Director of International Relations, Shaya
Ben-Yehuda.
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MlilMllby:

Yad Vashan

FRANCE
A large delegation of mends
and supporters from France led
by Dr. Prasquier, Chairman of
the French Committee for Yad
Vashem, participated in the
Holocaust Martyrs' and Heroes'
Remembrance Day CCrCI1l01l)' at
Yad Vashem's Warsaw Ghetto
Plaza. During his stay in Israel,
Dr. Prasquier pledged his support
to Yad Vashem and its continuing
activities. Pictured from left to
right: Rtnee Wathier; Joseph Zauberman and \I;fe, Marie; Dr. Richard Prasquier; jeanne
Sigee; Yad Vashem's Assistant Managing Director of the International Relations Division,
Miry Gross; Simone L<vy; Nicole Caminade; Maxi Librati; and Nicolas Roth.

CANADA
Pictured on right: The General
Wingate Branch 256 of the Royal
Canadian Legion and jewish War Vets of
Canada march at the weU·attended Yom
HMhoah ceremony in Toromo, organized
b)' the Canadian Society for Yad
Vashem.
After man)' dedicated )'c:m as Executi\'e
Director of the Canadian Society for
Yad Vashem, Marilyn Somers has
resigned from her position. Yad Vashem
\lishes her luck in her future endeavors.
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The HoIoaUlt Martyn' and H.....•
llanaabnocc Audlcril)'

a.;,..,,, 'f* c""ri Prokuor SzewKh Weiss
Vi« Cioi...,. " . c..w Dr. ¥;tz!W. And
Dr. Israel Singer
Professor Eli< Wiesel
Cioi....o . , .
Di~:

Ama Shlk\

Dimr.r GnrmU: hhai Amranu

HUll/of·

f ..",...riIuI/UIJIIIIr
for H..... Rnto"" I'rufdoOl' Dmd B..,~"

CJNf HismMlI: Prokssor Dan Mkhnun
I'rokstor Y,hud.J 8.uu
Profcssor Isml Gutman

AtMtIoit _
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Di_:
Or. '",IBarromi, lJr. Al1lk<kt,. Cluim Ctx.kr.
Abrah.am Duvd('nni. Noach Aug, Slebn Gl1rck,
Profcssor Israel Gutman, Moshc Ha -Elion,
Amh.un Ktrcn-I'u, Vcrnd Lcul,lindi Dlmen,
Calila Ron-Fedcr·Arnii. Ad\', Om- ShiLmY\'.
Prof~ J()(hlfWl Steunun. Sumai
.
Szyrnon<Micl, Ronit TU'05h, Gl\'Cnnem Minister
~hun Viln~ . Ell Zborowm
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Ui,.,-.;,.-Oitj: Iris Rosenberg
Ih"';., &Ii...,

sn,,1w Lev,n

A.wrt"11 Uirm: l.W Da\idson-Ortn
Kobi Rn:lin
Ui.n.J c.Ni..rw. Oril Amcdi
II",,, l'inlwi
fA"".. FAir, Emma Come}

ISRAEL
On their 28 May ,;sit to Yad Vashem,
Daniella and Daniel Steinmetz toured
the Yad Vashem campus and were briefed
on the progress of the "Yad Vashem2001"
masterplan. Pictured from left to right:
Chairman of the Yad Vashem Directorate,
Avner Shalev, Daniella Steinmetz, and
Daniel Steinmetz.
Director General of the Etgar In\'estors
Fund, joseph Ciechanover (left) \'isited
fad Vashem, as part of Yad Vashem's
efforts to strengthen its ties \\;th Israel's
business sector. During the visit he was
introduced to Yad Vashcm 's main
objectives, including the "¥ad Vashcm
2001" masterplan. Pictured on right:
Avner Shalev.

Thoodll"" ty: Soga Hullm.n
NrisIM t,: Ymm &hk.cn.1li, Alexander
An'aham, Rachc:llWbi. Sba)'alkn·Yc:hlKb, Dalia
Cohen, Michael Fischer, Miry Gross, Dr. Bella
Gutu:rman. Ayala Mluahi. Dr. Robert Roun,
Dr. Mottl Shalem. Lilach Shudkr. Dnid
Silbcrkbng, Hilkl Solomon

,..,.."... SIWw Amn, I"" Hmo,

~AS.'" Rtulm, tobi Rniin

Dlill r.:.t
Jl<rip: SICplwric & Rub Dcs;gn
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Moon Landscape
by PetrGlnz

(1928-1944),
Thereslenstadt
Ghetto,PenciI
on Paper

